Mobile Point Fusion
Real-time 3d surface reconstruction out of depth images on a mobile platform
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Motivation


Dense 3D Reconstruction is a fundamental problem in the
field of computer vision.



Currently there are limited solutions for real time dense
3D reconstruction on mobile devices.



Dense 3D Reconstruction on mobile devices can be used
to create 3D scanners and Augmented Reality apps for
SmB’s and personal uses.



Depth Cameras are becoming cheaper, and more
readily available, and are becoming available in mobile
devices.



Mobile devices graphical and computational power is
increasing.

Mobile Point Fusion = Dense 3D reconstruction from depth camera in real time on mobile Devices
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Pipeline and System Overview


The pipeline continuously receives depth images from the sensor



Using the global model and the new data the camera pose is estimated



The global model is updated with the new data



The updated global model is rendered to the screen from the new point of view

Model Representation


Our system adopts a purely point-based representation. This representation eliminates
the need for spatial and structural data structures



Our global model is a simple point cloud



Points are assumed to be oriented circular disks



Each point is allocated a unique ID upon first encounter



The ID corresponds to the index of the OpenGL primitive GL_POINT representing the
point



The system recognizes previously encountered points using these ID’s



Each time a point is encountered, the system’s confidence in that point is increased



The system distinguishes between stable and unstable model points according to that
points confidence

Model Attributes


The model data structure is maintained on the GPU. Each point is represented by the
following attributes:


ID: 𝑖 ∈ ℕ+



Position: 𝑣𝑖 ∈ ℝ3



Normal: 𝑛𝑖 ∈ ℝ3



Radius: 𝑟𝑖 ∈ ℝ



Confidence: 𝑐𝑖 ∈ ℝ - a confidence counter
Points with 𝑐𝑖 ≥ 𝑐𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 are considered stable



Timestamp: 𝑡𝑖 ∈ ℕ - the last iteration in which
this point was modified
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Depth Image Preprocessing


Depth images are filtered to remove sensor noise



For each depth measurement the following is computed:
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Bilateral Filtering


Depth images are filtered using a Gaussian Bilateral Filter to remove sensor noise



For each pixel distance possible in the filter box, Gaussian values are pre-calculated



Gaussian values are also pre-calculated for the range differences of 0-256

Bilateral Filtering
Raw depth image

Filtered Depth image

Computing Camera-Space Position


Given the supplied OpenGL projection matrix, 𝑃, that simulates the
projection of the camera onto the image plane, the reverse OpenGL
projection processes is performed

Normal Estimation


Surface normals are estimated using neighboring pixels by calculating central
differences

𝑑𝑥 = 𝑝8𝑐 − 𝑝2𝑐 𝑑𝑦 = 𝑝6𝑐 − 𝑝4𝑐

𝑛𝑝5𝑐 = 𝑑𝑥 × 𝑑𝑦

Radii Estimation



Comparing solid angled provides an
upper limit to the radius of the object
which was projected



Radii are reduced over time as more
detailed measurement are acquired
therefore the radii are set to their
respective upper limits
cos(𝛼) 𝑧
𝛿𝐴 =
cos(𝜃) 𝑓
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Depth Image Preprocessing


Attributes of new points are saved into textures for use at later stages

Depth image

Positions
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Camera Pose Estimation


The current 6 DOF camera pose is estimated by aligning the new depth image and the
global model as viewed from the last known position of the camera



The alignment is preformed using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) which finds the 6 DOF
transformation between two point clouds by finding correspondences and computing
the transformation which minimizes a chosen error metric


Collect visible stable model points



Find correspondences



Solve linear least squares



Apply the transformation to the model

ICP Preprocessing


Stable model points are rendered from the last known point of view, the ID’s of these
points are saved in a texture



Using this texture, the ID’s of the visible stable model points are collected for further
rendering
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Finding Correspondences


Correspondences are found using projective association



Visible stable model points previously collected are projected onto the
new depth image



If a model point is projected onto a pixel containing a depth
measurement a correspondence is found



Correspondences are rejected if


The angle between normals is greater than 𝛿𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙



The Euclidean distance is greater than 𝛿𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

Finding the Transformation


The desired 6 DOF transformation is one
that minimizes a chosen error metric



In order to accelerate convergence
the point to plane error metric is chosen



Computing the desired transformation
requires solving a non-linear least
squares problem



The non-linear least squares problem is
approximated by a linear one to
reduce computation time

Applying the Transformation


The computed transformation is applied to the model and the process is
repeated until a sufficient accuracy is reached



Empirical data shows that the convergence of the point to plane ICP
variant is not monotonous, therefore correspondences are found every
several iterations

Updating the Global Model


New data is fused into the global model, once the global model and the
new depth image are aligned



The model is updated using the following steps


The model is rendered in high resolution



Point fusion



Point Removal

Super-sampled Rendering


The model’s visible points’ ID’s and attributes are rendered to textures to
be used in the following steps



Each point is rendered into a single texel to reveal the actual surface
sample distribution



The model is rendered at 16 times the depth sensor’s native resolution



Each of the camera’s pixels corresponds to a 4X4 neighborhood in the
super-sampled textures

Point Fusion


For each new point a single model point is
matched



The matching point is chosen from the
corresponding 4X4 neighborhood:


Discard points larger than ±𝛿𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ distance from
the viewing ray, adjusted according to sensor
uncertainty



Discard points whose normals have an angle
larger than 𝛿𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙



From the remaining points select the points with
the highest confidence



From the remaining points select the point
closest to the viewing ray

Point Fusion
Fusion: Green points are stable


The matching points’ attributes are
averaged according to their respective
confidence values



If no match is found, the point is
treated as a new point and added to
the model



The CPU reads the averaged values
and updates the global model

Point Removal


In addition to the merging and adding of new points, under certain
conditions model points need to be removed



Points that remain unstable for a long period of time are likely outliers or
artifacts from moving objects and therefore need to be removed from the
model



Stable model points that were merged with new data have their position
adjusted, therefore:


Model points that lie in front of these points from the current point of view are
removed as these are free space violations



Neighboring points that have very similar position, normal and overlapping
spheres are redundant and are removed to further simplify the model

Point Removal


To identify the points for removal, the super-sampled textures are used



For each stable model point that was merged with new data the
corresponding 4x4 neighborhood is searched for removal candidates



The ID’s of points that need to be removed are rendered to texture



The model is rendered using index rendering throughout the pipeline.
Therefore each time the model is rendered a list of indices, the vertex ID’s,
is passed to the GPU



Removing a point from the model can be executed by simply removing
the point’s ID from the list of model indices

Point Removal


To prevent fragmentation in the model
memory, the following method is
employed:


Each time a point is removed it’s index is
inserted to a FIFO queue



When a new point needs to be added
to the model, it is written to the memory
corresponding to the index at the head
of the queue



If the queue is empty the point is inserted
after the last model point in the memory

Comparison to Kinect Fusion




Opposed to Kinect Fusion which employed a volumetric data structure,
Mobile Point Fusion uses a purely point based representation throughout
the pipeline


Enabling scanning of large scenes



Resolution is limited by the depth sensor only



Computation time is less dependent on model size and resolution



Eliminates the overhead of converting between representations

Does not create a watertight 3D model (but this can be later generated
offline)

Results

Accomplishments and Unresolved
Issues


Mobile Point Fusion has demonstrated how point based fusion can be
efficiently preformed on mobile devices.



The main issue is the ICP correspondences. In order to adapt the system to
the mobile platform the model representation had to be modified. This
simpler representation which uses the GL_POINT primitive has the
drawback that for each point the depth of all fragments is equal. This
inaccuracy might be the cause of the ICP correspondence failure.



OpenGL ES 3.0 limits the use of floating point textures to 16 bit
components. This accuracy limit has caused various numerical issues.

Future Work


Performance optimizations:


Utilize the GPU to perform bilateral filtering



Avoid expensive CPU texture reads in the point removal stages



Utilize mip mapping to accelerate the pipeline in various stages.



Implement the Dynamic Estimation stage



Integrate RGB data into the pipeline



Offload old model data to HDD for later use
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